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Appearance

10 - One in a lifetime
Performance

10 - One in a lifetime
Attitude

Outstanding
Atmosphere

Great
Session Location

Culver City

General Details
Thanks to TER I found Penny while reading
reviews. Not many reviews and website does
not reveal much through pictures but all I can
say is reviews were spot on and Penny is a
fantastic young girl that you must see.

The Juicy Details
Initially had some trouble setting up visit but
that was more on my part due to being in
during holiday and juggling schedules. I note
that because I had to cancel first appointment
and did not think I would get another but I
think this was one of the best schedulers I have
ever worked with in setting up a visit.
As for visit - WOW! After arriving at location and
getting cleared to go up I was met at door by
gourgeous young ultimate spinner that was
freindly and inviting. Immediately embraced in
kiss and felt that fantastic body. We moved to
the bedroom with some conversation and small
talk and I dispensed with formalities and took
shower.
When I got out of shower I could see Penny
getting ready as she began removing her dress
to reveal her wonderful body. I quickly dried off
and moved toward her where we talked some
more before engaging in a an extended session
of LDFK which had all the passion of a GFE that
remaind throughout the visit. Kissing led to us
both pleasuring each other orally. She really
seems to love this and had multiple bouistrous
Os. Each time she would tighten up and quiver
at the height. She then gave one of the best
BBBJ I have ever had in my life. We engaged in
69 and multipe sessions where again she
expessed herself verbally show pleasure before
coming together to end round 1.
She got up to clean up and as I watched her I
could not believe how lucky I was to have
stumled on to Penny. She finished and came
back to bed where we layed and toalked for a
while befor we started round 2 the same as
round 1. This one had had the same pleasures
or round one but knew I wanted to end in
Greek so asked and Penny had no objections.
As I said Penny is a spinner so starting was slow
going as she is very tight but she intends to
please and it shows. We moved to side of bed
facing mirror and got through initial entry and
slowly moved through to climax.
Whole experiene was fantastic and Penny is
great - go see her and you will not be
disappointed.
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